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A CONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH TO STATIONARY
SCATTERING THEORY
N.A.AZAMOV
Abstract. In this paper we give a new and constructive approach to stationary scat-
tering theory for pairs of self-adjoint operators H0 and H1 on a Hilbert space H which
satisfy the following conditions: (i) for any open bounded subset ∆ of R, the operators
FE
H0
∆
and FEH1
∆
are Hilbert-Schmidt and (ii) V = H1 − H0 is bounded and admits
decomposition V = F ∗JF, where F is a bounded operator with trivial kernel from H
to another Hilbert space K and J is a bounded self-adjoint operator on K. An exam-
ple of a pair of operators which satisfy these conditions is the Schro¨dinger operator
H0 = −∆ + V0 acting on L
2(Rν), where V0 is a potential of class Kν (see B. Simon,
Schro¨dinger semigroups, Bull. AMS 7 (1982), 447–526) and H1 = H0 + V1, where
V1 ∈ L
∞(Rν) ∩ L1(Rν). Among results of this paper is a new proof of existence and
completeness of wave operators W±(H1, H0) and a new constructive proof of stationary
formula for the scattering matrix. This approach to scattering theory is based on explicit
diagonalization of a self-adjoint operator H on a sheaf of Hilbert spaces S(H,F ) associ-
ated with the pair (H,F ) and with subsequent construction and study of properties of
wave matrices w±(λ;H1, H0) acting between fibers hλ(H0, F ) and hλ(H1, F ) of sheaves
S(H0, F ) and S(H1, F ) respectively. The wave operatorsW±(H1, H0) are then defined as
direct integrals of wave matrices and are proved to coincide with classical time-dependent
definition of wave operators.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
In this paper we develop a new approach to stationary scattering theory of abstract
Schro¨dinger equation ψt = −iHψ. It is known that in some cases wave operators (see e.g.
[BW, RS2, T, Y])
(1) W±(H1, H0) = s− lim
t→±∞
eitH1e−itH0P (a)(H0)
of two self-adjoint operatorsH0 andH1 can be defined in terms of eigenfunction expansions
of absolutely continuous parts of both the initial H0 and perturbed H1 operators, see
e.g. formula (83) in [RS2]. This relation between wave operators and eigenfunction
expansions was used for instance by A.Ya.Povzner [Po, Po2] and T. Ikebe [I] (see also e.g.
[Th, ASch, Ag, Ku2, Ku3, Ku] and [RS2, §XI.6]) in the case of Schro¨dinger operators
−∆+V on L2(Rν). The approach of this paper to scattering theory as well as that of [Az]
combines the auxiliary space method (see for example [Ag], [RS2, §XI.6 Appendix]) and
definition of the wave matrix via eigenfunction expansions. In this regard, this method has
something in common with potential scattering theory. On the other hand, the premise of
the approach presented in this paper is of abstract trace-class type and as such it belongs
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to the trace-class method of Birman-Kato theory, as opposed to the smooth method of
Kato [Ka, Ka2] which originated as an abstraction of potential scattering theory methods
(see also [Y, Chapter 4]).
Apart from wave operators (1), in scattering theory there are three other objects of
prime importance, the scattering operator
S(H1, H0) = W
∗
+(H1, H0)W−(H1, H0),
the wave matrices w±(λ;H1, H0) and the scattering matrix S(λ;H1, H0), which are related
by formulas
(2) S(H1, H0) =
∫ ⊕
σˆ(H0)
S(λ;H1, H0) dρ(λ), W±(H1, H0) =
∫ ⊕
σˆ(H0)
w±(λ;H1, H0) dρ(λ),
where the wave matrices w±(λ;H1, H0) are unitary operators hλ(H0) → hλ(H1) and the
scattering matrix is a unitary operator hλ(H0) → hλ(H0) for a.e. λ ∈ σˆ(H0), σˆ(Hj) is
a core of spectrum of Hj and hλ(Hj), j = 0, 1, are fiber Hilbert spaces from the direct
integrals
(3) Fj : H
(a)(Hj) ∼=
∫ ⊕
σˆ(H0)
hλ(Hj) dρ(λ),
which diagonalize absolutely continuous parts of the operators Hj, j = 0, 1, see for in-
stance [Y]. For the scattering matrix S(λ;H1, H0) there exist explicit stationary formulas,
which are important in physics. An advantage of the new approach to scattering theory
of relatively trace-class perturbations considered in this paper is that in this theory we
first construct the operators w±(λ;H1, H0) on a pre-defined and explicitly described core
of the absolutely continuous spectrum. This circumstance has its advantages, since, for
instance, in some questions it is necessary to consider a family of scattering matrices
{w±(λ;Hr, H0) : r ∈ [a, b]} for a.e. λ ∈ R. This is impossible unless at the very least for
each r ∈ [a, b] we know an explicit description (that is, not up to a null set of uncertain
nature) of the set of values of λ for which the wave matrices w±(λ;Hr, H0) exist. In po-
tential scattering theory for Schro¨dinger operators such an explicit description of the core
exists, namely it is the set (0,∞)\e+(H), where e+(H) is the discrete set of eigenvalues of
the Schro¨dinger operator H = −∆+ V, see e.g. [Ag]. In conventional trace-class method
such a description does not exist, since this method relies on abstract spectral theorem for
arbitrary self-adjoint operators. None of the numerous versions of the spectral theorem
(see for instance [RS]) gives an explicit description of a core of spectrum which can be
used for this purpose; moreover it is known to be generally impossible. Unlike the usual
trace-class method in scattering theory, our approach addresses this issue by introducing
an additional structure into the Hilbert spaceH, on which operatorsH0 and H1 act, in the
form of a fixed bounded operator F with trivial kernel from H to possibly another Hilbert
space K. This additional structure which we call rigging generates the auxiliary Hilbert
spaces H±1 which serve as analogous of the weighted L
2-spaces L2,s(Rν) used in potential
scattering (see e.g. [Ag], [RS2, §XI.6, Appendix]) and, more importantly, it allows to con-
struct an explicit diagonalization of absolutely continuous parts of both the initial H0 and
perturbed H1 self-adjoint operators. It may be worth mentioning that the diagonalization
process works equally well for any self-adjoint operator which is compatible in a certain
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sense with the rigging F, unlike the situation in the potential scattering theory where
the initial operator H0 = −∆ is trivially diagonalized by the Fourier transform, while
perturbed operator −∆+ V is very hard to diagonalize. Once both operators H0 and H1
are diagonalized, the wave matrices can be defined and their properties studied. The
core of spectrum for all elements λ of which the wave matrices are constructed allows an
explicit description, — namely, it is the set of full Lebesgue measure for which abstract
limiting absorption principle holds for both H0 and H1. Finally, we note that the new
approach allows to avoid many technical difficulties of the trace-class method approach to
stationary scattering theory, as it is given for example in [Y], and therefore it is essentially
simpler; moreover, some tools used in this approach such as an explicit diagonalization
of a self-adjoint operator are of interest on their own. Other objects of scattering theory
such as wave operators, the scattering matrix and the scattering operator are defined via
the wave matrices. Trace-class version of this approach has found applications to the
theory of spectral shift function, cf. [Az].
1.1. Hilbert-Schmidt rigging. In case of Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F this program was
carried out in [Az]. Since the perturbation operator V = H1 − H0 is assumed to admit
decomposition V = F ∗JF with bounded operator J on K, the setting of [Az] covers
only trace-class perturbations V. In this paper we show that the condition “F is Hilbert-
Schmidt” can be replaced by the condition “for any bounded Borel sets ∆ of real numbers
the operators FEH0∆ , FE
H1
∆ are Hilbert-Schmidt”. Below we give a brief description of
results of [Az], both for the purpose of introduction and as a preliminary material used
in this paper.
Assume that we are given a Hilbert space H rigged with a Hilbert-Schmidt operator F
with trivial kernel and dense range. Let
F =
∞∑
j=1
κj 〈ϕj, ·〉ψj , F : H → K,
be a fixed Schmidt representation of F, where (κj) are s-numbers of F, (ϕj) is an orthonor-
mal basis of H, (ψj) is an orthonormal basis of K (see e.g. [RS]). For any self-adjoint
operator H which acts on such a rigged Hilbert space (H, F ) we introduce the following
objects which depend only on the pair (H,F ).
I. A set Λ(H,F ) of real numbers, defined as follows: λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) if and only if (i) the
trace-class operator
Tλ+iy(H) := FRλ+iy(H)F
∗ := F (H − λ− iy)−1 F ∗
has a limit, denoted by Tλ+i0(H), in uniform operator norm as y → 0
+ and (ii) the
imaginary part
ImTλ+iy(H) =
1
2i
(Tλ+iy(H)− Tλ−iy(H))
of Tλ+iy(H) has a limit, denoted by ImTλ+i0(H), in trace-class norm.
Theorem 1.1. (The abstract limiting absorption principle [BE], see also [Y, §6.1]) The
set Λ(H,F ) has full Lebesgue measure, that is, the Lebesgue measure of the set R\Λ(H,F )
is zero.
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In fact, the abstract limiting absorption principle asserts that the limit Tλ+i0(H) exists for
a.e. λ in stronger Hilbert-Schmidt norm, but we shall not need this. We prefer to use the
qualifier “abstract” in the name of this limiting absorption principle to distinguish it from
the limiting absorption principle for differential operators, see e.g. [Ag, Ku]. The set of
full Lebesgue measure Λ(H,F ) will play the role of the core of spectrum σˆ(H) mentioned
previously. Of course, the set Λ(H,F ) can be much larger than the spectrum of H, but
what is important for us is the following property of Λ(H,F ).
Theorem 1.2. The operator HEHΛ(H,F ) is absolutely continuous.
This theorem asserts that the set Λ(H,F ) cuts away from the set of all real numbers the
singular part of the spectrum of H. In particular, the null set R \ Λ(H,F ) contains all
eigenvalues of H. Proof can be found in e.g. [Y], see also [Az, Corollary 2.5.3].
II. Now for each λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) we introduce the fiber Hilbert space hλ(H,F ) as a certain
(closed linear) subspace of the Hilbert space ℓ2. For any λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) and y > 0 let (see
[Az, (2.10)])
(4) ϕ(λ+ iy) =
1
π
(〈ψi, ImTλ+iy(H)ψj〉)
∞
i,j=1 ;
this is the matrix of the operator 1
π
ImTλ+iy(H) in the basis (ψj) of K, and therefore
ϕ(λ+ iy) is a positive trace-class operator on ℓ2. Let also
(5) η(λ+ iy) =
√
ϕ(λ+ iy);
this is a positive Hilbert-Schmidt operator on ℓ2. By Theorem 1.1, there exist the trace-
class limit ϕ(λ + i0) and the compact norm limit η(λ + i0). We define the fiber Hilbert
space hλ = hλ(H,F ) as a subspace of ℓ2 by
(6) hλ = ran η(λ+ i0).
Dimension of hλ can be zero too. If necessary we indicate depends of hλ on H, but we
shall always omit F and write hλ(H).
III. With a Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F one can associate in a standard way two Hilbert
spaces H±1 = H±1(F ) with natural Hilbert-Schmidt inclusions (see e.g. [RS2, XI.6
Appendix], [Az, §2.6])
(7) H1(F ) ⊂ H ⊂ H−1(F ).
The Hilbert space H1 is a vector space ran(F
∗) endowed with scalar product 〈·, ·〉H1
defined by formula
〈F ∗ψ′, F ∗ψ′′〉H1 = 〈ψ
′, ψ′′〉K .
The Hilbert space H−1 is the closure of H endowed with scalar product 〈·, ·〉H−1 defined
by formula
〈ϕ′, ϕ′′〉H−1 = 〈Fϕ
′, Fϕ′′〉K .
There exists a natural pairing 〈·, ·〉1,−1 : H1 × H−1 → C defined by formula: for all
ϕ′, ϕ′′ ∈ ran(F ∗)
〈ϕ′, ϕ′′〉1,−1 = 〈ϕ
′, ϕ′′〉 .
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IV. For all λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) we define the evaluation operator
(8) Eλ = Eλ(H,F ) : H1(F )→ hλ
as follows. Any vector f ∈ H1(F ) considered as an element of H can uniquely be written
as
f =
∞∑
j=1
βjκjϕj ,
where (βj) ∈ ℓ2. The value of the operator Eλ at f ∈ H1(F ) is defined by formula
(9) Eλ(f) =
∞∑
j=1
βjηj(λ),
where ηj(λ) is the j-th column of the matrix η(λ+ i0) (see (5)). One can show that this
correctly defines a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (8), see [Az, §3.1] for details.
V. We define a direct integral Hilbert space H = H(H,F ) by formula
H =
∫ ⊕
Λ(H,F )
hλ(H) dλ.
As a measurability base of this direct integral one can take functions Λ(H,F ) ∋ λ 7→
Eλ(ϕj) ∈ hλ, j = 1, 2, . . . . Recall that it is possible that dim hλ = 0; thus, the set Λ(H,F )
can be replaced by the set {λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) : dim hλ = 0} , which is a core of absolutely
continuous spectrum of H ; but we prefer to work with the set Λ(H,F ). Further, the
choice of Lebesgue measure dλ in definition of H is not necessary, but quite natural as
we shall see.
VI. One can now consider the operator E = E(H,F ) : H → H defined for f ∈ H1 by
formula
[E(f)](λ) = Eλ(f).
Theorem 1.3. [Az, Proposition 3.2.1, Proposition 3.3.5, Theorem 3.4.2] The operator
E : H → H is bounded, it vanishes on the singular subspace H(s)(H) of H, it is isometric
on the absolutely continuous subspace H(a)(H) of H, and it is onto, that is, ran(E) = H.
Further, the operator E diagonalizes the absolutely continuous part of H, that is, for all
f ∈ dom(H) and for a.e. λ ∈ Λ(H,F ), we have
(10) [E(Hf)](λ) = λEλ(f).
This theorem shows that the operator E is a version of the operator Fj from (3). But
unlike (3), the set Λ(H,F ), the family of Hilbert spaces {hλ : λ ∈ Λ(H,F )} and the op-
erator E are explicitly constructed without a.e. ambiguity. Further, if f ∈ H1 then the
right hand side of (10) is defined for all λ ∈ Λ(H,F ).
VII. Now assume that we are given two self-adjoint operators H0 and H1 on a rigged
Hilbert space (H, F ), such that the perturbation V = H1 − H0 admits decomposition
F ∗JF, where J is a bounded self-adjoint operator on K. Since on one hand F can be
treated as an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces H−1 and K and on the other hand F
∗ can
be treated as isomorphism of K and H1, it follows that the operator V = F
∗JF can be
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treated as a bounded operator V : H−1 → H1. The operator V considered as acting fromH
to H is a composition (in appropriate order) of the bounded operator V : H−1 → H1
with two Hilbert-Schmidt inclusions (7). Further, Theorem 1.1 shows that for every
λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ) the limits Rλ+i0(Hj), j = 0, 1, exist in uniform operator norm,
if the operators Rλ+iy(Hj) are considered as follows
Rλ+iy(Hj) : H1(F )→H−1(F ).
Similarly, the operators ImRλ+i0(Hj) can be treated as a trace-class operator H1(F ) →
H−1(F ). Therefore, we can define a trace class operator
a±(λ;H1, H0) : H1(F )→H−1(F )
by formula (compare with [Y, (2.7.4)])
a±(λ;H1, H0) = [1−Rλ+i0(H1)V ] ·
1
π
ImRλ+i0(H0).
Theorem 1.4. [Az, §5.3] For all λ ∈ Λ(H0, F )∩Λ(H1, F ) there exists a unique (for each
sign) bounded operator
(11) w±(λ;H1, H0) : hλ(H0)→ hλ(H1),
such that for all f, g ∈ H1 there holds the equality
(12) 〈Eλ(H1)f, w±(λ;H1, H0)Eλ(H0)g〉 = 〈f, a±(λ;H1, H0)g〉1,−1 .
The operators (11), thus defined, have the following properties:
(a) the operators (11) are unitary.
(b) w±(λ;H0, H0) = 1hλ and w
∗
±(λ;H1, H0) = w±(λ;H0, H1).
(c) for any three self-adjoint operators H0, H1 and H2 such that H2−H1 and H1−H0
admit decompositions F ∗J1F and F
∗J0F with bounded J0, J1 : K → K there hold
the equalities
w±(λ;H2, H0) = w±(λ;H2, H1)w±(λ;H1, H0).
Once the operators w±(λ;H1, H0) have been constructed, one defines the wave operators
W±(H1, H0) and the scattering operator S(H1, H0) by formulas (2), where the scattering
matrix S(λ;H1, H0) is defined as an operator w
∗
+(λ;H1, H0)w−(λ;H1, H0). It is shown in
[Az] that thus defined objects of scattering theory possess well-known properties such
as multiplicative property, the stationary formula and agreement with classical time-
dependent definitions.
1.2. Non-compact rigging. It turns out that the method discussed above can be ad-
justed for pairs H,F of operators such that FE∆ is Hilbert-Schmidt, where E∆ is a
spectral projection of H and ∆ is a bounded measurable set. Here we describe briefly
the main idea. Let F : H → K be a bounded operator with trivial kernel and co-kernel,
considered as a rigging in Hilbert space H, and let H be a self-adjoint operator on H,
such that
(13) FEH∆ is Hilbert-Schmidt
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for all bounded open intervals ∆. Since FEH∆ is Hilbert-Schmidt, we define the set Λ(H,F )
as
Λ(H,F ) =
⋃
∆
(Λ(HE∆, FE∆) ∩∆),
where the union is taken over all bounded open sets ∆ ⊂ R. If λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) ∩ ∆ then
for the operator HE∆ on the Hilbert space E∆H one can construct the fiber Hilbert
spaces hλ(∆), the evaluation operator E
∆
λ , etc, using the operator FE∆ : E∆H → K as
a Hilbert-Schmidt rigging. A difficulty here is that these objects depend on a choice
of an interval ∆. It is shown that the Hilbert spaces hλ(∆) for different bounded open
sets ∆, containing λ, are naturally isomorphic and the evaluation operators E∆λ (H) can be
naturally identified via the unitary operators used to identify the Hilbert spaces hλ(∆).
The collection of Hilbert spaces
hλ(H,F ) = {hλ(∆): ∆ is bounded, open and λ ∈ ∆}
form a sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces and the collection of operators
Eλ(H) =
{
E
∆
λ (H) : ∆ is bounded, open and λ ∈ ∆
}
can be considered as an operator
Eλ(H) : H1(F )→ hλ(H,F ),
which is a generalization of the evaluation operator (8), where H±1(F ) are Hilbert spaces
generated by the rigging F. It is shown (Theorem 1.3) that extension of the operator
Eλ(H) to the Hilbert space associated with the direct integral
S(H,F ) :=
∫ ⊕
Λ(H,F )
hλ(H,F ) dλ
diagonalizes the operator H. Once this is done, the rest of the theory is constructed
similarly to the case of Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F. For example, the stationary formula
(Theorem 5.2) for the scattering matrix takes the form
S(λ;H1, H0) = 1hλ − 2πiEλ(H0)V (1 +Rλ+i0(H0)V )
−1
E
♦
λ (H0),
where the operators in the right hand side are understood as follows
hλ(H,F )
Eλ(H0)
←−−− H1(F )
V
←− H−1(F )
Rλ+i0(H0)
←−−−−− H1(F )
V
←− H−1(F )
E
♦
λ
(H0)
←−−− hλ(H,F ).
Here E♦λ (H0) is a modified conjugate of Eλ(H0) : H1(F )→ hλ(H,F ) defined by equality
〈Eλ(H0)f, g〉hλ(H,F ) =
〈
f,E♦λ (H0)g
〉
1,−1
∀ f ∈ H1(F ), g ∈ hλ(H,F ).
1.3. Description of sections. In section 2 we give an exposition of sheaves of Hilbert
spaces. In section 3 we study self-adjoint operators H on rigged Hilbert spaces (H, F )
which are compatible with the rigging F in the sense that the condition (13) holds; in
particular we construct a sheaf S(H,F ) of Hilbert spaces over an explicitly defined set
Λ(H,F ) of full Lebesgue measure, associated with a compatible pair (H,F ) and we show
that the sheaf S(H,F ) gives a natural diagonalization of the operator H (Theorem 3.15).
In section 4 we give new definitions of wave matrices (57) and wave operators (65),
prove unitarity (Corollary 4.5) and the multiplicative property (Theorem 4.4) of the wave
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matrices and show that these definitions coincide with classical time-dependent definitions
(Theorem 4.10). In section 5 we give new definitions of the scattering matrix (67) and the
scattering operator (68) and give a new proof of the stationary formula for the scattering
matrix (Theorem 5.2). We also show that thus introduced notions of scattering theory
possess many other well-known properties, e.g. Theorems 4.7 and 5.1. Finally, in Section 6
we give an example of a class of Schro¨dinger operators, to which the results of Sections 4
and 5 are applied.
2. Sheaves of Hilbert spaces
The notion of a sheaf was introduced by A.Grothendieck with the aim to give a general
coordinate-independent definition of algebraic variety. Sheaves of rings and vectors spaces
are used extensively in topology and geometry, see for instance [Shaf] and [B]. Our
approach to scattering theory uses sheaves of Hilbert spaces. Since I was not able to find
an appropriate reference on sheaves of Hilbert spaces, which would satisfy needs of this
paper, this section is devoted to an exposition of this notion.
Before proceeding to this exposition we note that reasons for using sheaves in geometry
and in this paper are different. In topology sheaves are used because of and for the study
of non-trivial homotopical and homological structure of underlying topological space. In
this paper we use sheaves of Hilbert spaces over a certain subset Λ of R which has full
Lebesgue measure and topological structure of this set is not of interest. The need in such
sheaves arises here since we are able to construct certain direct integrals of fiber Hilbert
spaces over all bounded open subsets of Λ, but not over all Λ and therefore we need to
“glue” together the direct integrals over intersecting bounded subsets.
2.1. A sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces. Let Λ be a topological space with a fixed base B
of topology. In addition, later we assume that B contains intersection of any two sets
from B as long as this intersection is not empty and that the space Λ is a union of an
increasing family of sets ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 ⊂ . . . from B.
Let λ ∈ Λ. By Bλ we denote the subset {∆ ∈ B : λ ∈ ∆} of B. A sheaf of fiber Hilbert
spaces (or fiber of a sheaf of Hilbert spaces) hλ at λ is a collection of Hilbert spaces
hλ := {hλ(∆): ∆ ∈ Bλ}
and a collection of unitary isomorphisms{
U∆2,∆1(λ) : hλ(∆1)
∼
−→ hλ(∆2) | (∆1,∆2) ∈ B
2
λ
}
such that for any three, not necessarily distinct, open subsets ∆1,∆2 and ∆3 from Bλ we
have the equality
(14) U∆3,∆1(λ) = U∆3,∆2(λ)U∆2,∆1(λ).
It follows from this that for any ∆1,∆2,∆ ∈ Bλ the equalities
U∆2,∆1(λ)
∗ = U∆1,∆2(λ) and U∆,∆(λ) = 1hλ(∆)
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hold, where 1hλ(∆) is the identity operator on hλ(∆). An element of the sheaf hλ is a
collection of vectors
f(λ) = {f∆(λ) ∈ hλ(∆): ∆ ∈ Bλ} ,
such that for any ∆1,∆2 ∈ Bλ there holds the equality
(15) U∆2,∆1(λ)f∆1(λ) = f∆2(λ).
A sheaf hλ of fiber Hilbert spaces at λ ∈ Λ is a vector space with scalar product
(16) 〈f(λ), g(λ)〉hλ = 〈f∆(λ), g∆(λ)〉hλ(∆) ,
where ∆ is any element of Bλ. Plainly, this scalar product does not depend on the choice
of ∆. It is equally obvious that hλ is a Hilbert space. In what follows, the Hilbert spaces
hλ(∆) will usually be subspaces of a single Hilbert space h, namely h = ℓ2. In this case
we say that hλ is a sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces in h.
2.1.1. Operators acting on a sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces. Let K be a Hilbert space. An
operator T from a Hilbert spaceK to hλ is a family of operators {T∆ : K → hλ(∆),∆ ∈ Bλ}
such that for any ∆1,∆2 ∈ Bλ the equality
(17) T∆2 = U∆2,∆1(λ)T∆1
holds. An operator T from hλ to a Hilbert space K is a family of operators
{T∆ : hλ(∆)→ K,∆ ∈ Bλ}
such that for any ∆1,∆2 ∈ Bλ and any f(λ) ∈ hλ there holds the equality
T∆2(f∆2(λ)) = T∆1(f∆1(λ)).
This condition is equivalent to this one:
T∆2U∆2,∆1(λ) = T∆1.
2.2. A sheaf of Hilbert spaces. Let {Hλ, λ ∈ ∆} be a family of subspaces of a Hilbert
space H. We say that this family is measurable, if the family of orthogonal projection Pλ
onto Hλ is measurable, that is, if for any f, g ∈ H, the function ∆ ∋ λ 7→ 〈f, Pλg〉 is
measurable. A measurable section of this family is a measurable function f : ∆→H such
that f(λ) ∈ Hλ for all λ ∈ ∆.
Let h be a Hilbert space, let Λ be a Hausdorff topological space with a fixed base of
topology B, such that if ∆1,∆2 ∈ B then ∆1∩∆2 ∈ B, and let ρ be a Borel measure in Λ.
A sheaf of Hilbert spaces S over Λ is a family of sheaves of fiber Hilbert spaces {hλ : λ ∈ Λ}
in h, such that (1) for every ∆ ∈ B the family of Hilbert spaces {hλ(∆): λ ∈ ∆} is
measurable and (2) for any ∆1,∆2 ∈ B the family
U∆2,∆1 = {U∆2,∆1(λ), λ ∈ ∆1 ∩∆2}
is also measurable, that is, it maps measurable sections of {hλ(∆1) : λ ∈ ∆1 ∩∆2} to mea-
surable sections of {hλ(∆2) : λ ∈ ∆1 ∩∆2} . It follows that for every ∆ ∈ B the dimension
function
∆ ∋ λ 7→ dim(hλ(∆)) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞}
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is measurable. Further, to every ∆ ∈ B we can assign a Hilbert space
H(∆) :=
∫ ⊕
∆
hλ(∆) ρ(dλ),
— the direct integral of fiber Hilbert spaces hλ(∆). Elements of H(∆) are measurable
square integrable sections of the family {hλ(∆): λ ∈ ∆} , where two sections are identified
if they coincide for ρ-a.e. λ ∈ Λ. Definition of the scalar product in H(∆) is obvious. The
operator
U∆2,∆1 =
∫ ⊕
∆1∩∆2
U∆2,∆1(λ) ρ(dλ)
is a unitary isomorphism of Hilbert spaces H(∆1)
∣∣
∆1∩∆2
and H(∆2)
∣∣
∆1∩∆2
, where
H(∆j)
∣∣
∆1∩∆2
=
∫ ⊕
∆1∩∆2
hλ(∆j) ρ(dλ), j = 1, 2.
A sheaf S of Hilbert spaces can be given a structure of Hilbert space, the construction
of which follows. A measurable section f of the sheaf S is a family f(λ) of elements of
fiber Hilbert spaces hλ, given for ρ-a.e. λ, such that for any ∆ ∈ B the section f∆(·) of
the family {hλ(∆): λ ∈ ∆} is measurable. A section f is square integrable, if the number
(18) ‖f‖
S
:= lim
n→∞
‖f∆n‖H(∆n) = sup
∆∈B
‖f∆‖H(∆)
is finite, where ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 ⊂ . . . is an increasing sequence of elements of B such that
∪∞n=1∆n = Λ. Obviously, this definition does not depend on the choice of the sequence
(∆n)
∞
n=1. The set of all square integrable sections of S is a vector space in an obvious way,
where as usual we identify two sections which coincide for ρ-a.e. λ ∈ Λ. We denote this
vector space by the same symbol S. We also denote an element {f(λ) : λ ∈ Λ} of S by
(19)
∫ ⊕
Λ
f(λ) ρ(dλ).
The scalar product of two square integrable sections f, g ∈ S is defined by the formula
〈f, g〉
S
:= lim
n→∞
〈f∆n , g∆n〉H(∆n) ,
where ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 ⊂ . . . is a sequence as above. This scalar product is well-defined in the
sense that it does not depend on the choice of the sequence ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 ⊂ . . . of elements
of B.
Theorem 2.1. S is a Hilbert space.
Proof. Let f1, f2, . . . ∈ S be a Cauchy sequence. Plainly, for any open set ∆ ∈ B the
sequence f1,∆, f2,∆, . . . is also Cauchy. SinceH(∆) is complete, the last sequence converges
to some f∆ ∈ H(∆). Since U∆2,∆1(λ) is continuous, we have for a.e. λ
U∆2,∆1(λ)f∆1(λ) = U∆2,∆1(λ) lim
n→∞
fn,∆1(λ)
= lim
n→∞
U∆2,∆1(λ)fn,∆1(λ) = lim
n→∞
fn,∆2(λ) = f∆2(λ).
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It follows that f = {f∆} defines a measurable section of S. We have
‖f‖2
S
= sup
k∈N
‖f∆k‖
2
H(∆k)
= sup
k∈N
lim
n→∞
‖fn,∆k‖
2
H(∆k)
6 lim
n→∞
sup
k∈N
‖fn,∆k‖
2
H(∆k)
= lim
n→∞
‖fn‖
2
S
<∞,
where the last inequality follows from (fn) being Cauchy. It follows that f ∈ S. Now, we
show that fn converges to f. Since (fn) is Cauchy, it follows from |‖fn(λ)‖ − ‖f(λ)‖| 6
‖fn(λ)− f(λ)‖ that the sequence of functions λ 7→ (‖fn(λ)‖hλ) is Cauchy in L
2(Λ, dρ). By
construction, ‖fn(λ)− f(λ)‖hλ → 0 for ρ-a.e. λ ∈ Λ. It follows that ‖fn(λ)‖hλ → ‖f(λ)‖hλ
as functions of λ in L2(Λ, dρ). This implies that for any ε > 0 there exists an open set
∆ ⊂ Λ and a number N1 such that for all n > N1 we have∫
Λ\∆
‖fn(λ)‖
2 dρ(λ) < ε/4 and
∫
Λ\∆
‖f(λ)‖2 dρ(λ) < ε/4.
Further, for some N2 and all n > N2 we have ‖fn,∆ − f∆‖ < ε/2. It follows that fn
converges to f in S. 
The support of an element f of the Hilbert space S is defined by formula supp f =⋃
∆ supp f∆, where the union is over all open sets ∆ ∈ B. Elements of the sheaf Hilbert
space S can be represented by either a measurable square integrable family (19) or by a
family of vectors f∆ ∈ H(∆) which satisfy the gluing property (15) for all ∆1 and ∆2 and
for a.e. λ ∈ ∆1 ∩∆2 and such that the supremum in (18) is finite.
2.2.1. Operators acting on a sheaf of Hilbert spaces. Let K be a Hilbert space. As long
as definition of sheaf Hilbert space S is given, a standard definition of an operator acting
from K to S applies. But in practice there are several equivalent ways to define such
an operator. In order to define an operator T from K to the sheaf Hilbert space S with
domain D ⊂ K one can present for ρ-a.e. λ ∈ Λ and for all ∆ ∈ Bλ an operator
T∆(λ) : D→ hλ(∆),
such that for ρ-a.e. λ ∈ Λ, for any ∆1,∆2 ∈ Bλ and for any f ∈ D there holds the
equality
U∆2,∆1(λ)T∆1(λ)f = T∆2(λ)f,
and such that the mapping ∆ ∋ λ 7→ T∆(λ)f ∈ hλ(∆) is measurable. Another way to de-
fine an operatorK → S is to assign to every f ∈ K an element Tf = {(Tf)∆ ∈ H(∆): ∆ ∈ B}
of S. A family of operators T (λ) : K → hλ is measurable, if for any f ∈ K the section T (λ)f
of the family {hλ} is measurable. Given a measurable family of operators T (λ) : K → hλ,
one can define an operator
T =
∫ ⊕
Λ
T (λ) ρ(dλ) : K → S.
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3. Self-adjoint operators on rigged Hilbert spaces
Given a self-adjoint operator H0 on a Hilbert space H and a self-adjoint perturbation V,
our aim is to construct explicitly the wave matrix w±(λ;H0+V,H0) for all real numbers λ
from some explicitly given set of full Lebesgue measure Λ ⊂ R. In order to do this, we
need to impose some additional structure. In case of trace-class perturbations V this
additional structure is a Hilbert-Schmidt rigging operator F (see [Az]). Given a Hilbert-
Schmidt rigging F, for any self-adjoint operator H0 one can define the set of full Lebesgue
measure Λ(H0, F ), such that for all λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H0 + V, F ) it is possible to define
the fiber Hilbert space hλ, the wave matrices w±(λ;H0 + V,H0) etc (see [Az]).
In case of non-compact perturbations V, we need to generalize the notion of the Hilbert-
Schmidt rigging operator F. In the trace-class case, the perturbation V admits the fac-
torization V = F ∗JF, where J is any bounded operator. We keep this factorization in
the generalization of the trace-class theory which covers the case of non-compact pertur-
bations V. We also assume that in the factorization V = F ∗JF the operator J is still
allowed to be any bounded operator on the auxiliary Hilbert space K. This implies that
the rigging operator F can no longer be assumed to be compact. Further, since the wave
matrix cannot exist for general pairs (H0, H0+V ), this also means that restrictions, which
ensure existence of the wave matrices, shift from the perturbation V to the rigging oper-
ator F. Thus, we need to impose some conditions on the pairs (Hj , F ), j = 0, 1. It turns
out that we need only one condition: the operators FE
Hj
∆ , j = 0, 1, are Hilbert-Schmidt
for any bounded open set ∆. In this section we study the pairs (H,F ) of operators which
satisfy this condition.
3.1. Generalized rigging. Let H be a Hilbert space (all Hilbert spaces in this paper are
complex and separable, but not necessarily infinite dimensional). The Hilbert space H
is the main Hilbert space on which operators act. In addition to H, we use an auxiliary
Hilbert space K. By dom(T ) we denote domain of an operator T.
Definition 3.1. A (generalized) rigging operator F onH is a bounded operator F : H → K
with trivial kernel and dense range.
Remark 3.2. That the range of F is dense in K is not essential: one can always replace K
by the closure of the image of F. But this is convenient; otherwise, we would need for
instance to write g ∈ ranF instead of g ∈ K. Sometimes riggings with not dense ranges
appear naturally; in such cases we assume that the auxiliary Hilbert space K changes
appropriately.
Our aim is to study operators H which act on H with a predefined rigging F. Firstly, we
shall consider objects which already can be associated with the pair (H, F ) (all of them
are well-known). A rigging operator F admits polar decomposition F = U |F | , where the
self-adjoint operator |F | has trivial kernel and (therefore) dense range, so that the inverse
operator |F |−1 exists as an unbounded operator. Therefore, we have a scale of Hilbert
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spaces Hα(F ), α ∈ R, introduced as follows: let
H∞(F ) =
{
f ∈ H : f ∈ dom(|F |k) for all k ∈ Z
}
,
then Hα is the completion of H∞ endowed with scalar product
〈f, g〉α =
〈
|F |−α f, |F |−α g
〉
.
Since we have assumed F to be a bounded operator, for α > β there is a natural in-
clusion Hα(F ) →֒ Hβ(F ). Hilbert spaces Hα and Hβ are isomorphic, and the operator
|F |α−β : Hβ(F ) → Hα(F ) is an isomorphism. Hence, the expression |F | can be under-
stood in two different ways: as an operator on H, or as an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces
Hα and Hα+1. Since the operator U from the polar decomposition of F is unitary (as-
suming that K = ranF ), the operator F can also be treated as a natural isomorphism of
H−1 and K, and the operator F
∗ can be treated as a natural isomorphism of K and H1.
The same remark relates to any power of |F | .
For any real number α there is a natural pairing 〈·, ·〉α,−α : Hα ×H−α → C, such that
for any f, g ∈ Hα ∩ H−α we have
〈f, g〉α,−α = 〈f, g〉 .
In the sequel we shall need only Hilbert spacesH1(F ) andH−1(F ). For this reason, further
definitions are given only for this case of α = ±1. Elements of the Hilbert space H1(F )
are to be considered as smooth or regular vectors of the Hilbert space H, while elements
of H−1(F ) are considered as singular (improper) vectors, which may not lie in the main
Hilbert space H. If H˜ is another Hilbert space and A : H1 → H˜ is a bounded operator,
then there is a unique bounded operator A♦ : H˜ → H−1, such that for any f ∈ H1 and
g ∈ H˜ there holds the equality
(20) 〈Af, g〉H˜ =
〈
f, A♦g
〉
−1,1
.
The operator A♦ can also be defined by formula A = |F |−2A∗, where |F |−2 is under-
stood as an isomorphism of H1(F ) and H−1(F ). We shall have an opportunity to use the
following formula which holds for any α ∈ R :
(21) ‖f‖H−α(F ) = sup
‖g‖Hα(F )=1
∣∣∣〈f, g〉−α,α
∣∣∣ .
3.2. Compatible pairs (H,F ). Throughout this paper we shall assume that F is a
bounded operator from H to K with trivial kernel. We shall assume that F also has dense
range though it is not necessary. We shall call F a rigging operator.
Definition 3.3. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space H with rigging F.
The operator H is compatible with rigging F, if for all bounded open subsets ∆ of R the
operator
(22) F∆ := FE∆ is Hilbert-Schmidt.
Proof of the following lemma is standard and well-known, but we give it for completeness.
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Lemma 3.4. If H is a self-adjoint operator compatible with a rigging F, then for all
non-real z the operator FRz(H)F
∗ is compact.
Proof. The operator FRz(H)F
∗ can be approximated in uniform norm arbitrarily well by
a compact operator FEH[−a,a]Rz(H)F
∗ where a is large enough number. 
Given a compatible pair (H,F ) of operators one can introduce a sheaf of Hilbert spaces
S(H,F ) over some measurable set Λ(H,F ) ⊂ R of full Lebesgue measure, naturally
associated with the pair (H,F ); the main property of this sheaf is that it diagonalizes the
operator H. The rest of this section is devoted to this construction.
3.3. Hilbert spaces H±1(∆). Given a self-adjoint operator H on a rigged Hilbert space
(H, F ), such thatH is compatible with the rigging F, we can further study some properties
of Hilbert spaces H1(F ) and H−1(F ), introduced in Section 3.1. Given a bounded open
set ∆, we can consider the Hilbert-Schmidt operator F∆ = FE∆ as a Hilbert-Schmidt rig-
ging in the Hilbert space E∆H. Corresponding Hilbert spaces H±1 of regular and singular
vectors will be denoted by H±1(∆). Let
(23) F∆ =
∞∑
j=1
κ∆j
〈
ϕ∆j , ·
〉
ψ∆j
be a fixed Schmidt representation of F∆. Elements of H1(∆) have the form
(24) f =
∞∑
j=1
βjκ
∆
j ϕ
∆
j
where β = (βj) ∈ ℓ2 and
(25) ‖f‖H1(∆) = ‖β‖ℓ2 .
The one-to-one correspondence between elements f of H1(∆) and ℓ2-vectors β = (βj)
given by (24) is a unitary operator. For this reason, for an element f of H1(∆) we use
notation β∆j (f) so that, by definition,
(26) f =
∞∑
j=1
β∆j (f)κ
∆
j ϕ
∆
j , β
∆(f) ∈ ℓ2.
We have from (23)
(27) F ∗∆ =
∞∑
j=1
κ∆j
〈
ψ∆j , ·
〉
ϕ∆j .
It follows that the range of F ∗∆ consists of all vectors of the form (24), that is,
(28) H1(∆) = ran(F
∗
∆).
The inclusion E∆f ∈ H1(∆) means that restriction E∆f of a vector f ∈ H to a bounded
Borel set ∆ is regular in a certain sense. It is natural to expect that if a vector f is
regular on some Borel set ∆, then f is to be regular also on any Borel subset ∆0 of the
set ∆. One could compare this situation to continuity property of a mapping: if a mapping
is continuous on a set, then it is also continuous on a subset of the set. The following
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proposition asserts that regularity of a vector f on ∆ is inherited by subsets of ∆, but
this is where the analogy with continuity of functions ends, since the restriction mapping
turns out to be surjective.
Proposition 3.5. Let ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 be two open bounded subsets of R. If f ∈ H1(∆2), then
E∆1f ∈ H1(∆1). Moreover, the mapping E∆1 : H1(∆2)→H1(∆1) is a contraction and its
image coincides with H1(∆1).
Proof. If f ∈ H1(∆2), then, by (28), there exists g ∈ K such that f = E∆2F
∗g. It follows
that
E∆1f = E∆1F
∗g = F ∗∆1g ∈ H1(∆1),
where the last inclusion follows from (28). Since, again by (28), the set H1(∆) is the
image of the operator F ∗∆ = E∆F
∗, it follows that E∆1H1(∆2) coincides with H1(∆1).
Direct calculation shows that for any ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 the following formula holds
(29) β∆1j (E∆1f) =
d(∆2)∑
k=1
〈
ψ∆1j , ψ
∆2
k
〉
β∆2k (f),
where d(∆2) is the dimension of the Hilbert space E∆2H. Letting
Ψ∆1,∆2 =
(〈
ψ∆1j , ψ
∆2
k
〉)d(∆1),d(∆2)
j=1,k=1
,
we can rewrite (29) as
(30) β∆1 (E∆1f) = Ψ
∆1,∆2β∆2 (f) .
The matrix Ψ∆1,∆2 is a contraction. Indeed, Ψ∆1,∆2 is the matrix of the orthogonal
projection of the linear span of (ψ∆2j ) onto the linear span of (ψ
∆1
j ), with the orthonormal
bases (ψ∆2j )
d(∆2)
j=1 and (ψ
∆1
j )
d(∆1)
j=1 respectively. That the operator E∆1 : H1(∆2)→ H1(∆1)
is a contraction now follows from (30), (25) and from the fact that the matrix Ψ∆1,∆2 is
a contraction. 
Clearly, for any ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 ⊂ ∆3, we have the equality
Ψ∆1,∆3 = Ψ∆1,∆2Ψ∆2,∆3.
The formula (30) can be rewritten as
(31) E∆1

d(∆2)∑
k=1
β∆2k κ
∆2
k ϕ
∆2
k

 =

d(∆1)∑
j=1
(
Ψ∆1,∆2β∆2
)
j
κ∆1j ϕ
∆1
j

 .
Lemma 3.6. For any f ∈ H1(F ) we have E∆f ∈ H1(∆) and
‖f‖H1(F ) = lim∆→R
‖E∆f‖H1(∆) .
Proof. Since H1(F ) and ranF
∗ coincide as sets, by (28) the inclusion f ∈ H1(F ) implies
that E∆f ∈ H1(∆). In particular, the equality to be proved makes sense. Further, there
exists a unique vector g ∈ K such that f = F ∗g, and, by definition,
(32) ‖f‖H1(F ) = ‖g‖K .
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Hence, E∆f = F
∗
∆g. Since the operator F
∗
∆ has the form (27), it follows that
E∆f = F
∗
∆g =
∞∑
j=1
κ∆j
〈
ψ∆j , g
〉
ϕ∆j .
This and (25) imply that
‖E∆f‖H1(∆) =
∥∥(〈ψ∆j , g〉)∥∥ℓ2 .
If we denote by Eψ∆ the projection onto the closed linear span of (ψ
∆
j ), we can rewrite the
previous equality as
(33) ‖E∆f‖H1(∆) =
∥∥∥Eψ∆g
∥∥∥ .
Since Eψ∆ ր 1K as ∆ → R (indeed, E
ψ
∆ projects onto the image of E∆H under the
mapping F ), it follows that Eψ∆ → 1K in the strong operator topology, so that
∥∥∥Eψ∆g
∥∥∥→
‖g‖ as ∆→ R. Combining this with (32) and (33) completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.7. The operator E∆, considered as an operator from H1(F ) to H1(∆), is a
contraction. The image of this contraction coincides with H1(∆).
Proof. Let f be a unit vector from H1(F ) and let ε > 0. By Lemma 3.6 there exists large
enough ∆2 ⊃ ∆ such that ‖E∆2f‖H1(∆2) < 1 + ε. Since E∆f = E∆E∆2f, and since, by
Proposition 3.5, E∆ is a contraction from H1 (∆2) to H1 (∆) , it follows that
‖E∆f‖H1(∆) < 1 + ε.
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that E∆ is a contraction. Further, by (28) the set H1(∆)
is the image of the operator F ∗∆ = E∆F
∗, while H1(F ) is the image of F
∗. It follows that
E∆H1(F ) = H1(∆). 
Proposition 3.8. Let ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 be two open bounded subsets of R. A natural inclusion
H−1(∆1) →֒ H−1(∆2), f∆1 7→ f∆2,
given by formula
〈f∆2 , k∆2〉H−1(∆2),H1(∆2) = 〈f∆1 , E∆1k∆2〉H−1(∆1),H1(∆1) ,
where k∆2 ∈ H1(∆2), is a contraction. Further, for any bounded open ∆ ⊂ R the natural
inclusion H−1(∆) →֒ H−1(F ), f∆ 7→ f, given by formula
〈f, k〉−1,1 = 〈f∆, E∆k〉−1,1 ,
where k ∈ H1(F ), is also a contraction. Moreover, the union
⋃
∆H−1(∆), taken over all
bounded open sets ∆ ⊂ R, is dense in H−1(F ).
Proof. We have, by (21),
‖f∆2‖H−1(∆2) = sup
g∆2 : ‖g∆2‖H−1(∆2)
61
∣∣∣〈f∆2 , g∆2〉H−1(∆2)
∣∣∣
= sup
g∆2 : ‖g∆2‖H−1(∆2)
61
∣∣∣〈f∆2 , |F∆2 |2 g∆2〉H−1(∆2),H1(∆2)
∣∣∣ .
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Let k∆2 = |F∆2|
2 g∆2 ∈ H1(∆2). Since, by definition, ‖g∆2‖H−1(∆2) = ‖k∆2‖H1(∆2) , it
follows that
‖f∆2‖H−1(∆2) = sup
k∆2 : ‖k∆2‖H1(∆2)
61
∣∣∣〈f∆2, k∆2〉H−1(∆2),H1(∆2)
∣∣∣
= sup
k∆2 : ‖k∆2‖H1(∆2)
61
∣∣∣〈f∆1, E∆1k∆2〉H−1(∆1),H1(∆1)
∣∣∣ ,
where the last equality follows from the definition of f∆2 . Since, by Proposition 3.5, the
operator E∆1 : H1(∆2) → H1(∆1) is a contraction, it follows from the last inequality
and (21) that ‖f∆2‖H−1(∆2) 6 ‖f∆1‖H−1(∆1) .
Proof of the second part is similar, but instead of Proposition 3.5 one has to use
Lemma 3.7. The last assertion is obvious. 
3.4. The set Λ(H,F ). Given a fixed Hilbert-Schmidt rigging operator F, to every self-
adjoint operator H we can assign a set of full Lebesgue measure Λ(H,F ), so that for every
number λ from Λ(H,F ) one can define the fiber Hilbert space (6) and the evaluation
operator (8) by formula (9). The evaluation operator Eλ is an important tool in the
approach to abstract scattering theory, discussed here. In this section we define and
study the set Λ(H,F ) for a rigging operator F, which is not necessarily compact.
Definition 3.9. Let a self-adjoint operator H on a Hilbert space H be compatible with
a rigging operator F : H → K. The set Λ(H,F ) of H-regular points (or just regular, if
there is no danger of confusion) for the pair (H,F ) consists of all those non-zero real
numbers λ, such that there exists the norm limit
FRλ+i0(H)F
∗ = lim
y→0+
FRλ+iy(H)F
∗
and such that for some (and thus for any) bounded open set ∆, containing the point λ,
the limit
FE∆ ImRλ+i0(H)F
∗ = lim
y→0+
FE∆ ImRλ+iy(H)F
∗
exists in trace-class norm.
If F is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then this definition coincides with that of part I of
§ 1.1 (cf. also [Az, Definition 2.4.1]). Definition of the set Λ(H,F ) does not depend
on the choice of an open bounded set ∆ containing λ. Indeed, if ∆2 ∋ λ is another
such set, then λ belongs to the resolvent set of E∆\∆2Rλ+iy(H), so that the norm limit
E∆\∆2Rλ+i0(H) exists even without sandwiching by F and F
∗. Using notation (22), the
second condition of Definition 3.9 is equivalent to the existence of the trace class norm
limit of the operator
F∆ ImRλ+iy(H)F
∗
∆
as y → 0+. It is also not difficult to see that the first condition of Definition 3.9 implies
that for any bounded open set ∆, containing the point λ, the norm limit
F∆Rλ+i0(H)F
∗
∆ = lim
y→0+
F∆Rλ+iy(H)F
∗
∆
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exists. That is, if λ belongs to the set Λ(H,F ) in the sense of Definition 3.9, then for
any bounded open set ∆ containing λ, the point λ belongs to the set Λ(HE∆, F∆) in the
sense of part I of § 1.1, where HE∆ and F∆ are considered as operators on the Hilbert
space E∆H. In fact, if λ ∈ Λ(HE∆, F∆) for some ∆ ∈ Bλ, then λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) in the sense
of Definition 3.9, so that
(34) Λ(H,F ) =
⋃
∆∈B
(Λ(HE∆, F∆) ∩∆) .
Thus, Definition 3.9 is a natural extension of the definition of the set of regular points
Λ(H,F ) to the case of generalized rigging operators F.
Proposition 3.10. The set Λ(H,F ) has full Lebesgue measure.
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, the set Λ(HE∆, F∆) has full Lebesgue measure in ∆. Further, as
it was discussed above, the inclusion
(35) Λ(HE∆1, F∆1) ∩∆1 ⊂ Λ(HE∆2, F∆2) ∩∆2,
holds for any two bounded open subsets ∆1 ⊂ ∆2 of R. 
We call a null Borel set Z a core of the singular spectrum of H, if the operator EH
R\ZH
is absolutely continuous.
Proposition 3.11. The complement of Λ(H,F ) is a core of singular spectrum of H0.
Proof. It follows from (34) and (35) that
R \ Λ(H,F ) =
⋂
∆∈B
(R \ Λ(HE∆, F∆)) .
By Theorem 1.2, for any bounded open set ∆ the set R\Λ(HE∆, F∆) is a core of singular
spectrum of HE∆. It follows that R\Λ(H,F ) is a core of the singular spectrum of H. 
3.5. A sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces hλ(H,F ). Let B be the family of all bounded
open subsets of Λ(H,F ) and let Bλ be the family of all those bounded open sets which
contain a point λ ∈ Λ(H,F ). Our next task is to construct the fiber Hilbert space hλ. In
the case of non-compact rigging F, there is no canonical choice of the fiber Hilbert space
hλ. Using the construction of the fiber Hilbert space from part II of § 1.1 for the case of
Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F , once some bounded open set ∆ ∈ Bλ is fixed, one can define a
fiber Hilbert space hλ(∆), using the fact that the operator F∆ = FE∆ is Hilbert-Schmidt.
Thus, instead of one fiber Hilbert space hλ, we get a family of Hilbert spaces hλ(∆).
Fortunately, it turns out that all these fiber Hilbert spaces are naturally isomorphic; in
fact, they form a sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces at λ, in the sense of subsection 2.1. In
order to make the construction of the fiber Hilbert space hλ natural, we treat the Hilbert
space hλ as a sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces at a point. This subsection is devoted to the
construction of this sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces.
Let (H,F ) be a compatible pair (see Definition 3.3). For any bounded open set ∆,
the operator F∆ is Hilbert-Schmidt (see (22) and (23)) and has zero kernel in E∆H.
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Hence, the operator F∆ can be considered as a Hilbert-Schmidt rigging in E∆H. For any
real number λ from the set Λ(HEH∆ , F∆) ∩ ∆, the rigging F∆ generates the evaluation
operator (see part IV of § 1.1)
E
∆
λ : H1(∆)→ ℓ2,
This operator acts by formula
(36) E∆λ f =
∞∑
j=1
β∆j η
∆
j (λ),
where f is an element of the Hilbert space H1(∆), which is given by formula (26), and
η∆j (λ) is the j-th column of the Hilbert-Schmidt matrix
(37) η∆(λ) =
√
ϕ∆(λ),
where
ϕ∆(λ) = π−1
(
κ∆j κ
∆
k
〈
ϕ∆j , ImRλ+i0(E
H
∆H)ϕ
∆
k
〉
1,−1
)∞
j,k=1
= π−1
(〈
ψ∆j , F∆ ImRλ+i0(E
H
∆H)F
∗
∆ψ
∆
k
〉
1,−1
)∞
j,k=1
.
(38)
(Here the first pair of brackets 〈·, ·〉1,−1 is the pairing ofH1(∆) andH−1(∆)). In particular,
the value E∆λ ϕ
∆
j = ϕ
∆
j (λ) of the vector ϕ
∆
j at λ is defined by
E
∆
λ ϕ
∆
j =
1
k∆j
η∆j (λ).
The Hilbert space hλ(∆) is defined as the closure of the image of the evaluation operator
(39) hλ(∆) = E∆λH1(∆),
where H1(∆) is the Hilbert space H1(F∆) of regular vectors of the Hilbert space E∆H
with respect to the rigging F∆ (see (24) and (28)).
3.5.1. Natural isomorphisms U∆2,∆1(λ). Let λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) and let ∆1,∆2 ∈ Bλ. We define
the gluing unitary operators U∆2,∆1(λ) by the formula
(40) U∆2,∆1(λ)E
∆1
λ E∆1f := E
∆2
λ E∆2f,
where f ∈ H1(F ). Note that by (28) vectors E∆jf, f ∈ H1(F ), exhaust the Hilbert space
H1(∆j), and by (39) and (28), the Hilbert space hλ(∆j) is the completion of the linear
manifold
E
∆j
λ E∆j ran(F
∗) = E
∆j
λ H1(∆j).
It follows that it is sufficient to define U∆2,∆1(λ) on this image.
Proposition 3.12. The operator U∆2,∆1(λ) : hλ(∆1)→ hλ(∆2), defined by formula (40),
is unitary.
Proof. What we have to show is that for any f ∈ H1(F ) the norm of the vector E
∆
λ E∆f
of the Hilbert space hλ(∆) does not depend on the choice of a bounded open subset
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∆ ⊂ Λ(H,F ) as long as it contains λ. So, let ∆ be such a set and let (β∆j ) be an ℓ2-
sequence such that (see (26))
E∆f =
∞∑
j=1
β∆j κ
∆
j ϕ
∆
j .
By definition of the scalar product in hλ(∆) ⊂ ℓ2, we have
∥∥E∆λ E∆f∥∥2hλ(∆) =
∞∑
i=1
∞∑
j=1
β¯∆i β
∆
j κ
∆
i κ
∆
j
〈
E
∆
λ ϕ
∆
i ,E
∆
λ ϕ
∆
j
〉
,
where the double series converges absolutely (see the remark after formula [Az, (3.1)]).
Hence, using [Az, (5.5)] we obtain
∥∥E∆λE∆f∥∥2hλ(∆) =
1
π
∞∑
i=1
∞∑
j=1
β¯∆i β
∆
j κ
∆
i κ
∆
j
〈
ϕ∆i , ImRλ+i0(E
H0
∆ H)ϕ
∆
j
〉
1,−1
=
1
π
∞∑
i=1
∞∑
j=1
β¯∆i β
∆
j κ
∆
i κ
∆
j lim
y→0+
〈
ϕ∆i , ImRλ+iy(E
H0
∆ H)ϕ
∆
j
〉(41)
Since λ ∈ Λ(H,F ), the trace-class valued matrix
ϕ∆λ+iy =
1
π
(
κ∆i κ
∆
j
〈
ϕ∆i , ImRλ+iy(E
H0
∆ H)ϕ
∆
j
〉)∞
i,j=1
continuously depends on y up to y = 0 (see part II of § 1.1). So, the function
〈
β, ϕ∆λ+iyβ
〉
is also continuous up to y = 0. Therefore, we can interchange the summations and the
limit operation in (41) to get
∥∥E∆λE∆f∥∥2hλ(∆) =
1
π
lim
y→0+
∞∑
i=1
∞∑
j=1
β¯∆i β
∆
j κ
∆
i κ
∆
j
〈
ϕ∆i , ImRλ+iy(E
H0
∆ H)ϕ
∆
j
〉
=
1
π
lim
y→0+
〈
E∆f, ImRλ+iy(E
H0
∆ H)E∆f
〉
.
The last expression does not depend on ∆ as long as it contains λ. 
Definition (40) of operators U∆2,∆1(λ) implies that they satisfy the gluing property (14).
Thus, to any compatible pair (H,F ) and a number λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) we can assign a sheaf of
fiber Hilbert spaces
(42) hλ(H,F ) = {hλ(∆),∆ ∈ Bλ} ,
where the Hilbert spaces hλ(∆) are defined by (39) and the gluing unitary isomorphisms
U∆2,∆1(λ) are defined by (40).
3.6. Sheaf S(H,F ). By [Az, Corollary 3.1.8], for any bounded open set ∆ ⊂ R the
family of Hilbert spaces {hλ(∆), λ ∈ ∆} is measurable. It follows from the definition (40)
of the gluing unitary operators U∆2,∆1(λ) that for any sets ∆1,∆2 from B, the family
of operators {U∆2,∆1(λ), λ ∈ ∆1 ∩∆2} is also measurable. Thus, for any compatible pair
(H,F ) we have assigned a sheaf of Hilbert spaces over Λ(H,F ).We shall denote this sheaf
of Hilbert spaces by S(H,F ). We shall also use the notions and notation associated with
a sheaf of Hilbert spaces, such as H(∆), etc, introduced in § 2.
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3.7. Evaluation operator Eλ(H). Let λ ∈ Λ(H,F ). For any f ∈ H1(F ) and for any
bounded open subset ∆ of Λ(H,F ), such that λ ∈ ∆, we have a vector
(43) f∆(λ) := E
∆
λ E∆f ∈ hλ(∆).
It follows from (40) that the family
f(λ) := {f∆(λ) : ∆ ∈ Bλ}
correctly defines an element of the sheaf of fiber Hilbert spaces (42). Further, by defini-
tion (17), the formula
(44) Eλ(H)f = {f∆(λ) : ∆ ∈ Bλ}
combined with (40) correctly defines an operator
(45) Eλ(H) : H1(F )→ hλ(H,F ).
We often omit the argument H in Eλ(H), if there is no danger of confusion. According
to (16), for any f, g ∈ H1(F ) and any ∆ ∈ Bλ
(46) 〈Eλf,Eλg〉hλ(H,F ) =
〈
E
∆
λ E∆f,E
∆
λE∆g
〉
hλ(∆)
.
Proposition 3.13. The operator (45), defined by equality (44), is Hilbert-Schmidt.
Proof. Let f1, f2, . . . be an orthonormal basis of H1(F ). For any ∆ ∈ Bλ, we have
‖Eλ‖
2
L2(H1(F ),hλ)
=
∞∑
j=1
‖Eλfj‖
2
hλ
=
∞∑
j=1
∥∥E∆λE∆fj∥∥2hλ(∆) ,
where the second equality follows from (46). By Lemma 3.7, the operator E∆, considered
as an operator H1(F )→H1(∆), is bounded, and the operator
E
∆
λ : H1(∆)→ hλ(∆)
is Hilbert-Schmidt (see part IV of § 1.1 and/or [Az, §3.1]). It follows that the composition
E∆λ E∆ is also Hilbert-Schmidt and therefore the sum above is finite. It follows that Eλ is
also Hilbert-Schmidt. 
We say that two vectors f and g from H1(F ) are equivalent at λ, if E∆f = E∆g for
some ∆ ∈ Bλ. Obviously, equivalence at λ is an equivalence relation. A jet of vectors at λ
is an equivalence class with respect to this equivalence relation and the set of all jets of
vectors at λ is a linear space. As can be seen from the definition of the operator Eλ, it is
in fact defined on the space of jets of vectors at λ.
3.7.1. Operator E. For any bounded open subset ∆ of Λ(H,F ) we define the operator
(47) E∆ : H1(∆)→ H(∆), E
∆ =
∫ ⊕
∆
E
∆
λ dλ,
where E∆λ is defined by (36).
Lemma 3.14. The operator E∆ defined by (47) and considered as an operator from E∆H
to H(∆) is bounded and unitary. Moreover, for any f∆ ∈ H1(∆), and for a.e. λ ∈ Λ.
[E∆(Hf∆)](λ) = λE
∆
λ (f∆).
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Proof. Comparing definitions (36), (37) and (38) with definitions (9), (5) and (4), we infer
that the operator E∆ is the evaluation operator (see parts IV-VI of §1.1) corresponding
to self-adjoint operator HE∆ on the Hilbert space E∆H with Hilbert-Schmidt rigging
F∆ = FE∆. Therefore, the required assertion is a direct corollary of Theorem 1.3. 
Now we give definition of the evaluation operator
E : H → S(H,F ).
We shall do it in two different ways, mentioned in subsection 2.2.1. It is not difficult to
see that the family of operators
{Eλ ∈ L2(H1(F ), hλ(H,F )) : λ ∈ Λ(H,F )} ,
which are defined by (45), is measurable. Thus, we can define the operator
E =
∫ ⊕
Λ
Eλ dλ,
which acts from the dense subspace H1(F ) of H to the sheaf of Hilbert spaces S(H,F ).
Further, comparing definition (44) and (43) of Eλ and definition (47) of E
∆ we infer that
for any f ∈ H1(F )
(48) (Ef)∆ = E
∆E∆f,
where E∆ is considered here as an operator acting fromH1(F ) ontoH1(∆) (see Lemma 3.7).
Since H1(F ) is naturally embedded into H, we can consider E as an operator from H to
S(H,F ). The equality (48) gives a second equivalent definition of E. Finally, the collection
of mappings {
E
∆
λ : H1(∆)→ hλ(∆) | λ ∈ Λ(H,F ),∆ ∈ Bλ
}
,
defined by (36) and combined with gluing property (40) can also be considered as a
definition of E.
Theorem 3.15. The operator E defines a bounded operator from H to the sheaf of Hilbert
spaces S(H,F ). The operator E vanishes on singular (with respect to H) subspace of H
and it is a unitary isomorphism of the absolutely continuous (with respect to H) part
of H onto the sheaf S(H,F ). This mapping diagonalizes the absolutely continuous part
of the operator H, that is, for any f ∈ dom(H) and for a.e. λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) the equality
Eλ(Hf) = λEλ(f) holds.
Proof. For any f ∈ H1(F ), it follows from (18), (48) and Theorem 1.3, that
‖Ef‖
S(H,F ) = sup
∆∈B
‖(Ef)∆‖H(∆) = sup
∆∈B
∥∥E∆E∆f∥∥H(∆)
= sup
∆∈B
∥∥P (a)E∆f∥∥E∆H =
∥∥P (a)f∥∥
H
.
(49)
Since H1(F ) is densely included in H, it follows that E can be continued to a bounded op-
erator onH, which is a partial isometry with initial space P (a)H. By definition (48) of E, on
the subspace E∆H the operator E coincides with the unitary operator E
∆ : E∆H → H(∆).
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By Lemma 3.14, the unitary operator E∆ : E∆H → H(∆) diagonalizes the self-adjoint op-
erator E∆H, that is, E
∆(E∆Hf) =
∫ ⊕
∆
λE∆(E∆f) dλ. It follows from this and (48) that
for any f ∈ H
E(Hf) =
∫ ⊕
Λ(H,F )
Eλ(Hf) dλ =
∫ ⊕
Λ(H,F )
λEλf dλ.
Since the image of E∆ coincides with H(∆), it also follows from the last equality that the
operator E : H → S(H,F ) is onto. 
Corollary 3.16. If h is a bounded measurable function on R and f ∈ H, then for a.e.
λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) we have Eλ(h(H)f) = h(λ)Eλ(f).
3.8. Green operator Rλ+i0(H). If a self-adjoint operator H is compatible with a rig-
ging F, then by Lemma 3.4 the operator FRz(H)F
∗ is compact. By definition, the norm
limit FRλ+i0(H)F
∗ exists for all λ from the set of full Lebesgue measure Λ(H,F ). Thus,
FRλ+i0(H)F
∗ is a compact operator on the Hilbert space K for all λ ∈ Λ(H,F ). Since
the operator F (respectively, F ∗) can be seen as a natural isomorphism of Hilbert spaces
H−1(F ) and K (respectively, K andH1(F )), the operator FRλ+i0(H)F
∗ can be interpreted
as a compact limit
(50) Rλ+i0(H) : H1 → H−1
of the operator Rλ+i0(H) : H1 → H−1 in the norm of B(H1,H−1). In this subsection we
study properties of the operator (50).
We denote by R∆λ+iy(H) the operator E∆Rλ+iy(H). The operator R
∆
λ+iy(H) can be
considered as an operator on the Hilbert space E∆ with Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F∆. So,
there exists the limit operator R∆λ+i0(H) which acts from H1(∆) to H−1(∆), provided that
λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) ∩ ∆. The operator R∆λ+i0(H) can also be interpreted as an operator from
H1(F ) to H−1(F ) as a composition
H−1(F ) ←֓ H−1(∆)
R∆
λ+i0(H)
←−−−−−− H1(∆)
E∆
←−− H1(F ).
Further, the operator R∆λ+i0(H) can also be naturally defined as the norm limit of the
operator R∆λ+iy(H) : H1(F ) → H−1(F ). In the following lemma we show that these two
interpretations are identical.
Lemma 3.17. Let λ ∈ Λ(H,F ). For any ∆ ∈ Bλ the limit R
∆
λ+i0(H) of the cut off
resolvent R∆λ+iy(H) as y → 0 exists in the norm topology of B(H1,H−1). Further, the norm
limit R∆λ+i0(H) ∈ B(H1,H−1) above coincides with the composition of the contraction
E∆ : H1(F ) → H1(∆), the norm limit R
∆
λ+i0 of R
∆
λ+iy as an operator from H1(∆) to
H−1(∆) and the inclusion operator H−1(∆) →֒ H−1(F ).
Proof. For any f, g ∈ H1(F ) we have〈
f, R∆λ+iy(H)g
〉
H1(F ),H−1(F )
=
〈
f, R∆λ+iy(H)g
〉
H
=
〈
E∆f, R
∆
λ+iy(H)E∆g
〉
E∆H
=
〈
E∆f, R
∆
λ+iy(H)E∆g
〉
H1(∆),H−1(∆)
,
(51)
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where according to Lemma 3.6 in the last equality we can consider vectors E∆f and E∆g
as elements of the Hilbert space H1(∆). The right hand side of (51) has a limit as y → 0
+,
since according to (34) and (35) we have λ ∈ Λ(HE∆, F∆). The left hand side of (51) has
a limit, since for λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) the limit limy→0Rλ+iy(H) exists in the norm of B(H1,H−1)
and the limit limy→0R
R\∆
λ+iy(H) exists even in the norm of B(H). Taking these limits we
obtain 〈
f, R∆λ+i0(H)g
〉
H1(F ),H−1(F )
=
〈
E∆f, R
∆
λ+i0(H)E∆g
〉
H1(∆),H−1(∆)
.
This equality completes the proof. 
Next we show that the resolvent Rλ+i0(H) can be treated as the limit of the operator
R∆λ+i0(H) as ∆→ R.
Proposition 3.18. If H is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H compatible with
a rigging F and if λ ∈ Λ(H,F ), then there holds the equality
Rλ+i0(H) = lim
∆րR
R∆λ+i0(H),
where the limit is taken in norm topology of B(H1,H−1).
Proof of this proposition is the same as that of Lemma 3.4 and therefore is omitted.
The operator ImRλ+i0(H) : H1(F )→H−1(F ) is compact as a difference of two compact
operators. We now study some additional properties of this operator.
Lemma 3.19. If H is a self-adjoint operator on a rigged Hilbert space (H, F ) which is
compatible with a rigging F, if λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) and if ∆ ∈ Bλ, then for any f, g ∈ H1(F )
(52) 〈f, ImRλ+i0(H)g〉1,−1 =
〈
f, ImR∆λ+i0(H)g
〉
1,−1
.
Proof. It follows from the first equality of (51) that the right hand side of (52) does not
depend on ∆ ∈ Bλ. This observation, combined with Proposition 3.18, completes the
proof. 
Proposition 3.20. If H is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H and is compatible
with a rigging F and if λ ∈ Λ(H,F ), then
1
π
ImRλ+i0(H) = E
♦
λ (H)Eλ(H)
as the equality in B(H1(F ),H−1(F )). In particular, the operator ImRλ+i0(H) is trace
class.
Proof. It is enough to show that for any f, g ∈ H1(F ) the equality
1
π
〈f, ImRλ+i0(H)g〉1,−1 =
〈
f,E♦λEλg
〉
1,−1
holds. For any ∆ ∈ Bλ, by (46) and [Az, (5.5)], the right hand side of this equality is
equal to
〈Eλf,Eλg〉hλ =
〈
E
∆
λ E∆f,E
∆
λ E∆g
〉
hλ(∆)
=
1
π
〈
E∆f, ImR
∆
λ+i0(H)E∆g
〉
H1(∆),H−1(∆)
,
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where ImR∆λ+i0(H) is considered as an operator from H1(∆) to H−1(∆). Thus, it follows
from (51) that 〈
f,E♦λEλg
〉
1,−1
=
1
π
〈
f, ImR∆λ+i0(H)g
〉
1,−1
,
where now ImR∆λ+i0(H) : H1(F )→H−1(F ). Combining this with Lemma 3.19 completes
the proof. 
4. Wave matrix
So far we have considered a single self-adjoint operator H on a Hilbert space H with
a fixed rigging operator F, and for this reason we did not use sub-indices. From now on
we are going to consider not only the operator H but also its perturbations. We denote
by H0 an “initial” self-adjoint operator, and by H1 = H0 + V we denote its perturbation
by a self-adjoint operator V. We assume that the operator V admits a decomposition
(53) V = F ∗JF,
where J is a bounded operator on K. Existence of such a factorization allows to treat V
as a bounded operator (see e.g. discussion in introduction)
(54) V : H−1(F )→H1(F ).
4.1. Operators a±(λ;H1, H0). We shall assume that H0 and H1 are two self-adjoint
operators on a rigged Hilbert space (H, F ), compatible with the rigging F and such that
the difference V = H1 − H0 admits decomposition (53). This means that V can be
considered as a bounded operator (54) and we shall do this without further reference.
Whether V is considered as an operator H → H or as an operator (54) will be clear from
the context.
With the preparations given in previous sections, for any real number λ, which belongs
to the set Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ), we can now define operators
a±(λ;H1, H0) : H1(F )→ H−1(F ),
which are analogues of the forms [Y, (2.7.4)]. We have (cf. e.g. [Y, (2.7.10)], see also
[Az, (5.3)])
y
π
Rλ∓iy(H1)Rλ±iy(H0) =
1
π
ImRλ+iy(H1)
[
1 + V Rλ±iy(H0)
]
=
[
1− Rλ∓iy(H1)V
]
·
1
π
ImRλ+iy(H0).
(55)
Since λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ), by Definition 3.9 the limits
a±(λ;H1, H0) :=
1
π
ImRλ+i0(H1)
[
1 + V Rλ±i0(H0)
]
=
[
1− Rλ∓i0(H1)V
]
·
1
π
ImRλ+i0(H0)
(56)
exist in norm topology of the space B(H1,H−1). Since the resolvent operator Rλ+iy(H) is
compact as an operator from B(H1,H−1), it follows from the definition of the operators
a±(λ;H1, H0), that they are also compact.
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4.2. Wave matrix w±(λ;H1, H0). Let λ ∈ Λ(H0, F )∩Λ(H1, F ). Following (12) (see also
[Az, Definition 5.2.1]), we define the wave matrix w±(λ;H1, H0) as a form
w±(λ;H1, H0) : hλ(H1)× hλ(H0)→ C,
by the formula
(57) w±(λ;H1, H0) (Eλ(H1)f,Eλ(H0)g) = 〈f, a±(λ;H1, H0)g〉1,−1 ,
where f, g ∈ H1(F ). This definition is exactly the same as the definition of the wave
matrix for the case of trace-class perturbations V, considered in [Az, §5.2]; the only
difference being the treatment of the fiber Hilbert space hλ as a sheaf of Hilbert spaces
(42). The wave matrix w±(λ;H1, H0) is correctly defined by equality (57) in the sense
that if f ′ and g′ is another pair of vectors from H1(F ) such that Eλ(H1)f = Eλ(H1)f
′ and
Eλ(H0)g = Eλ(H0)g
′, then
w±(λ;H1, H0) (Eλ(H1)f,Eλ(H0)g) = w±(λ;H1, H0) (Eλ(H1)f
′,Eλ(H0)g
′) ,
as it follows from Proposition 3.20 and definition (56) of a±(λ;H1, H0).
Proof of the following proposition follows verbatim the proof of [Az, Proposition 5.2.2]
(the idea of which was taken in its turn from [Y, §5.2]), with reference to Proposition 3.20
instead of [Az, (5.5)].
Proposition 4.1. Let H0 and H1 be two self-adjoint operators on a rigged Hilbert space
(H, F ) which are compatible with the rigging F, such that V = H1 − H0 admits decom-
position (53). For any λ ∈ Λ (H1, F ) ∩ Λ (H0, F ) the form w±(λ;H1, H0) is well-defined,
and it is bounded with norm 6 1.
Proof. That w±(λ;H1, H0) is well-defined has already been shown.
Further, by Schwarz inequality, for any f, g ∈ H1(F ) ⊂ H
y
π
∣∣〈f, Rλ−iy(H1)Rλ+iy(H0)g〉H
∣∣
6
y
π
‖Rλ+iy(H1)f‖H ‖Rλ+iy(H0)g‖H
=
1
π
∣∣〈f, ImRλ+iy(H1)f〉H
∣∣1/2 · ∣∣〈g, ImRλ+iy(H0)g〉H
∣∣1/2 .
(58)
In this inequality we take the limit y → 0+ to get, using Proposition 3.20 and (20),∣∣∣〈f, a±(λ;H1, H0)g〉1,−1
∣∣∣ 6 ‖Eλ(H1)f‖hλ(Hr) · ‖Eλ(H0)g‖hλ(H0) .
It follows that the wave matrix is bounded with bound less or equal to 1. 
Henceforth we shall identify the form w±(λ;H1, H0) with the corresponding operator
(59) w±(λ;H1, H0) : hλ(H0)→ hλ(H1).
It follows directly from the definition of the wave matrix (57) and Proposition 3.20 that
(60) w±(λ;H0, H0) = 1hλ(H0).
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4.3. Multiplicative property of the wave matrix. In this subsection we prove the
multiplicative property of the wave matrix. As is known (cf. e.g. [Y, 2.7.3]), proof of the
multiplicative property is one of the key points of the stationary approach to scattering
theory.
Lemma 4.2. Let H0, H1, H2 be three self-adjoint operators on a rigged Hilbert space
(H, F ), which are compatible with the rigging F and such that the operators V1 = H1−H0
and V2 = H2 − H1 admit decomposition (53). If λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ) ∩ Λ(H2, F ),
then the equality
(61) a±(λ;H2, H0) = (1− Rλ∓i0(H2)V2)
1
π
ImRλ+i0(H1)(1 + V1Rλ±i0(H0))
holds, where both sides are compact operators from B(H1,H−1).
Proof. Let y > 0. We have
(E) := (1−Rλ∓iy(H2)V2)
1
π
ImRλ+iy(H1)(1 + V1Rλ±iy(H0))
=
y
π
(1− Rλ∓iy(H2)V2)Rλ∓iy(H1)Rλ±iy(H1)(1 + V1Rλ±iy(H0)).
(62)
Applying the second resolvent identity to this equality twice yields
(E) =
y
π
Rλ∓iy(H2)Rλ±iy(H0).(63)
Since for λ ∈ Λ(Hj, F ) the limits Rλ±i0(Hj) of the resolvents exist in the norm topology
of B(H1,H−1), it follows that for all λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ) ∩ Λ(H2, F ) the limit of
the left hand side of (62) exists in norm as y → 0+. By (55) and (56), the norm limit
of (63) as y → 0+ exists in the norm of the space B(H1(F ),H−1(F )) and is equal to
a±(λ;H2, H0). 
Let λ ∈ Λ(H,F ) and let ∆ be any fixed open bounded set containing λ.We can consider
a compatible pair (E∆H,F∆) with Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F∆. By [Az, (2.20), 2.16(viii)
and Lemma 3.1.6], for such riggings there exists a sequence of vectors b∆j (λ+ i0) ∈ H1(∆),
j is an index of non-zero type (see [Az, §2.10]), such that the sequence of vectors
e∆j (λ+ i0) := E
∆
λ (H)b
∆
j (λ+ i0) ∈ hλ(∆), j ∈ Zλ,
is an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space hλ(∆), where Zλ is the set of indices of
non-zero type. Since, by Lemma 3.7, H1(∆) = E∆H1(F ), there exist vectors bj(λ+ i0) ∈
H1(F ), such that
b∆j (λ+ i0) = E∆bj(λ+ i0).
Thus, according to (46), the set of vectors
{bj(λ+ i0) ∈ H1(F ) : j ∈ Zλ}
is such that the sequence
(64) (Eλ(H)bj(λ+ i0))j∈Zλ is an orthonormal basis of hλ(H,F )
(see (42) for definition of the Hilbert space hλ(H,F )). It is the only property of vectors
bj(λ+ i0) which is used in the proof of the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.3. Let H be a self-adjoint operator compatible with rigging F and let λ ∈
Λ(H,F ). For any f, g ∈ H1(F ) the equality
1
π
〈f, ImRλ+i0(H)g〉1,−1
=
1
π2
∑
j∈Zλ
〈f, ImRλ+i0(H)bj(λ+ i0)〉1,−1 〈ImRλ+i0(H)bj(λ+ i0), g〉−1,1
holds, where (bj(λ+ i0))j∈Zλ is a sequence of vectors from H1(F ), constructed above, with
the property (64).
Proof. Using Proposition 3.20 and (20), we infer that the right hand side of the equality
to be proved is equal to
(E) : =
∑
j∈Zλ
〈
f,E♦λEλbj(λ+ i0)
〉
1,−1
〈
E
♦
λEλbj(λ+ i0), g
〉
−1,1
=
∑
j∈Zλ
〈Eλf,Eλbj(λ+ i0)〉hλ 〈Eλbj(λ+ i0),Eλg〉hλ .
It follows from this and (64) that
(E) = 〈Eλf,Eλg〉hλ =
〈
f,E♦λEλg
〉
1,−1
.
Now, another application of Proposition 3.20 completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.4. Let H0, H1, H2 be three self-adjoint operators compatible with rigging F
on H, which satisfy conditions of Lemma 4.2. If λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ) ∩ Λ(H2, F ),
then
w±(λ;H2, H0) = w±(λ;H2, H1)w±(λ;H1, H0).
Proof. Let f, g ∈ H1(F ). Since the linear manifold Eλ(H)H1(F ) is dense in hλ(H), it is
enough to show that
(E) := 〈Eλ(H2)f, w±(λ;H2, H1)w±(λ;H1, H0)Eλ(H0)g〉
= 〈Eλ(H2)f, w±(λ;H2, H0)Eλ(H0)g〉 .
Let vectors bj(λ+i0) ∈ H1(F ), j ∈ Zλ, be as in Lemma 4.3 for the operator H1. It follows
from definition of (E) just given and (64) that
(E) =
∑
j∈Zλ
〈Eλ(H2)f, w±(λ;H2, H1)Eλ(H1)bj(λ+ i0)〉
· 〈Eλ(H1)bj(λ+ i0), w±(λ;H1, H0)Eλ(H0)g〉 .
Combining this equality with definition (57) of w±(λ;H1, H0) gives
(E) =
∑
j∈Zλ
〈f, a±(λ;H2, H1)bj(λ+ i0)〉1,−1 〈bj(λ+ i0), a±(λ;H1, H0)Eλ(H0)g〉1,−1 .
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Combining this equality with formulas (56) for a± yields
(E) =
1
π2
∑
j∈Zλ
〈
f,
[
1− Rλ∓i0(H2)V
]
ImRλ+i0(H1)bj(λ+ i0)
〉
1,−1
〈
bj(λ+ i0), ImRλ+i0(H1)
[
1 + V Rλ±i0(H0)
]
g
〉
1,−1
.
By Lemma 4.3, it follows that
(E) =
1
π
〈
f,
[
1−Rλ∓i0(H2)V
]
ImRλ+i0(H1)
[
1 + V Rλ±i0(H0)
]
g
〉
1,−1
.
Now, Lemma 4.2 implies that
(E) = 〈f, a±(λ;H2, H0)g〉1,−1 = 〈Eλ(H2)f, w±(λ;H2, H0)Eλ(H0)g〉 .
Proof is complete. 
Corollary 4.5. For any two operators H0, H1 which satisfy conditions of Proposition 4.1
and for any λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ), the wave matrix (59) is a unitary operator. More-
over, w∗±(λ;H1, H0) = w±(λ;H0, H1).
Proof of this corollary follows verbatim the proof of [Az, Corollary 5.3.8], but one has to
use (60) and Proposition 4.1 instead of [Az, Propositions 5.2.3 and 5.2.2].
Remark 4.6. The argument of this proof works in the case of Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F,
and thus it simplifies proof the multiplicative property of the wave matrix given in [Az].
4.4. Wave operator. LetH0, H1 be operators which satisfy conditions of Proposition 4.1.
Clearly, the operator-valued function Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ) ∋ λ 7→ w±(λ;H1, H0) is mea-
surable. Therefore, as in [Az], we can define the wave operator as an operator
W±(H1, H0) : S(H0, F )→ S(H1, F )
by the formula
(65) W±(H1, H0) =
∫ ⊕
Λ(H0,F )∩Λ(H1,F )
w±(λ;H1, H0) dλ.
Since, by Theorem 3.15, the Hilbert space S(H,F ) is naturally isomorphic to the abso-
lutely continuous subspace H(a)(H) of the self-adjoint operator H, it follows that the wave
operator W±(H1, H0), thus defined, can also be considered as an operator
(66) W±(H1, H0) : H
(a)(H0)→H
(a)(H1).
As an immediate consequence of the definition (65), Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.7. Let H0, H1, H2 be three self-adjoint operators which satisfy conditions of
Lemma 4.2. The wave operator (66) defined by (65) have the following properties:
(i) The operator (66) is unitary.
(ii) W±(H2, H0) = W±(H2, H1)W±(H1, H0).
(iii) W ∗±(H1, H0) = W±(H0, H1).
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(iv) The operator W±(H0, H0) is the identity operator on H
(a)(H0).
If we define the operator (66) to be zero on the singular subspace H(s)(H0), then the
part (iv) of this theorem becomes W±(H0, H0) = P
(a)(H0). It follows from (ii) with
H2 = H0, (iii) and (iv) that
W±(H1, H0) = W±(H1, H0)P
(a)(H0) = P
(a)(H1)W±(H1, H0).
Theorem 4.8. For any bounded measurable function h on R and any two operators self-
adjoint operators H0, H1 which satisfy conditions of Proposition 4.1, we have
h(H1)W±(H1, H0) = W±(H1, H0)h(H0).
Also,
H1W±(H1, H0) = W±(H1, H0)H0.
Proof. This immediately follows from the definition (65) of the wave operator, Theo-
rem 3.15 and Corollary 3.16. 
Hence, we have the following corollary (generalized Kato-Rosenblum theorem).
Corollary 4.9. If H0, H1 are two self-adjoint operators which satisfy conditions of Propo-
sition 4.1, then restrictions of operators H0 and H1 to their absolutely continuous sub-
spaces H(a)(H0) and H
(a)(H1) respectively are unitarily equivalent.
A natural question is whether definition (65) coincides with classical time-dependent
definition of the wave matrix. The answer is positive: inspection of the proof of [Az,
Theorem 6.1.4] (which itself is an adjustment of appropriate proofs from [Y] to our setting)
shows that the following theorem holds.
Theorem 4.10. If H0 and H1 are two self-adjoint operators which satisfy conditions of
Proposition 4.1, then the strong operator limit
lim
t→±∞
eitH1e−itH0P
(a)
0
exists and coincides with E∗(H1)W±(H1, H0)E(H0).
Proof of this theorem is the same as that of [Az, Theorem 6.1.4] with only one change:
[Az, Lemma 6.1.1] should be replaced by the following lemma: if g ∈ H is such that
‖Eλ(H0)g‖hλ 6 N for a.e. λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) and Eλ(H0)g = 0 for a.e. λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) \ ∆,
where ∆ is a bounded open set, then∫ ∞
−∞
∥∥∥Fe−itH0P (a)0 g
∥∥∥2 dt 6 2πN2 ∥∥FEH0∆ ∥∥22 .
This lemma itself follows from [Az, Lemma 6.1.1] applied to the self-adjoint operator
H0E
H0
∆ acting on the Hilbert space E
H0
∆ H with Hilbert-Schmidt rigging F∆ = FE
H0
∆ . The
set of vectors g which satisfy the premise of this lemma is dense in H, and this is what is
used in the proof of [Az, Theorem 6.1.4].
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5. Scattering matrix
As in [Az, Section 7], given a number λ ∈ Λ(H0, F )∩Λ(H1, F ), we define the scattering
matrix S(λ;H1, H0) as an operator on the Hilbert space hλ(H0) by the formula
(67) S(λ;H1, H0) = w
∗
+(λ;H1, H0)w−(λ;H1, H0).
Just as in [Az, Section 7], we list here some properties of the scattering matrix, which
immediately follow from this definition and the properties of the wave matrix already
established.
Theorem 5.1. Let H0, H1, H2 be three self-adjoint operators compatible with rigging F
on H, which satisfy conditions of Lemma 4.2. Let λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ) ∩ Λ(H2, F ).
The scattering matrix (67) possesses the following properties.
(i) The scattering matrix (67) is a unitary operator.
(ii) S(λ;H2, H0) = w
∗
+(λ;H1, H0)S(λ;H2, H1)w−(λ;H1, H0).
(iii) S(λ;H2, H0) = w
∗
+(λ;H1, H0)S(λ;H2, H1)w+(λ;H1, H0)S(λ;H1, H0).
Another important property of the scattering matrix is the stationary formula.
Theorem 5.2. Let H0 and H1 be two self-adjoint operators which satisfy conditions of
Proposition 4.1. If λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ), then
S(λ;H1, H0) = 1hλ − 2πiEλ(H0)V (1 +Rλ+i0(H0)V )
−1
E
♦
λ (H0),
where E♦λ (H0) is defined by (20).
Recall that in this theorem V is understood as a bounded operator acting from H−1(F ) to
H1(F ) and Rλ+i0(H0) is understood as a compact operator acting from H1(F ) to H−1(F ).
Proof of this stationary formula follows verbatim the proof of [Az, Theorem 7.2.2] and
therefore is omitted. Further, as a by-product of the proof of this theorem, as in [Az] one
obtains the following formulas for the wave matrices
w±(λ;H1, H0)Eλ(H0) = Eλ(H1)[1 + V Rλ±i0(H0)].
Corollary 5.3. If H0, H1 are two self-adjoint operators which satisfy conditions of Propo-
sition 4.1, and λ ∈ Λ(H0, F ) ∩ Λ(H1, F ), then S(λ;H1, H0) ∈ 1 + L1(hλ(H0)).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.2 and the fact that, by Proposition 3.13, the eval-
uation operator Eλ(H0) : H1(F ) → hλ(H0) is Hilbert-Schmidt, and therefore so is the
operator E♦λ (H0) : hλ(H0)→H−1(F ). 
5.1. Scattering operator. We define the scattering operator as an operator
S(H1, H0) : S(H0, F )→ S(H0, F ),
given by equality
(68) S(H1, H0) =
∫ ⊕
Λ(H0,F )∩Λ(H1,F )
S(λ;H1, H0) dλ.
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The usual definition of the scattering operator
S(H1, H0) =W
∗
+(H1, H0)W−(H1, H0)
follows from definitions of the wave operators (65) and the scattering matrix (67). Ob-
viously, for scattering operator we have analogues of properties of the scattering matrix
given in Theorem 5.1, similar to those in [Az, Theorem 7.1.3]. In particular, the scattering
operator S(H1, H0) is unitary and commutes with H0.
6. Example
Recall that the class of potentials Kν on R
ν [S, p. 453] is defined as follows: a real-
valued measurable function V belongs to Kν if and only if
(a) if ν > 3
lim
α↓0
[
sup
x
∫
|x−y|6α
|x− y|−(ν−2) |V (y)| dνy
]
= 0,
(b) if ν = 2
lim
α↓0
[
sup
x
∫
|x−y|6α
ln
(
|x− y|−1
)
|V (y)| d2y
]
= 0,
(c) if ν = 1
sup
x
∫
|x−y|61
|V (y)| dy <∞.
In particular, L∞(Rν ,R) ⊂ Kν . A potential V belongs to K
loc
ν if V χR ∈ Kν , where χR
is the characteristic function of the ball {x : |x| 6 R} . The following theorem provides a
large class of compatible pairs (H,F ) among Schro¨dinger operators.
Theorem 6.1. [S, Theorem B.9.1] Let ν be any positive integer. Let H = −∆+ V (x) be
a Schro¨dinger operator on L2(Rν) with potential V satisfying V− ∈ Kν , V+ ∈ K
loc
ν . Let f
be a bounded Borel function on the spectrum of H obeying |f(x)| 6 C(1+ |x|)−α for some
α > ν/4. If g ∈ L2(Rν), then g(x)f(H) is Hilbert-Schmidt.
It follows from this theorem that if F is multiplication by g(x) ∈ L2(Rν)∩L∞(Rν) where
g(x) 6= 0 for a.e. x ∈ R, then for any dimension ν the operator FEH∆ is Hilbert-Schmidt.
Hence, we have, in particular, a new proof of the following theorem as a corollary of part
(i) of Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 6.2. Let ν be a positive integer and let H0 be self-adjoint extension of the
differential operator −∆+V0 on R
ν , where V0 is a potential satisfying V− ∈ Kν , V+ ∈ K
loc
ν .
For any self-adjoint operator H1 such that H1−H0 ∈ L
∞(Rν)∩L1(Rν), the wave operators
W±(H1, H0) exist and complete.
Other results of Sections 4 and 5 also apply to this class of Schro¨dinger operators.
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